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Local governments as one of tlie levels of government 
expected to join the efforts' of the national government to 
rease the level of development expenditures. The contribution 
of local governments in the natienal effort to increase develop-
ment expenditures depends on the functions "which have "been 
allocated to them and the effectiveness with which these functio-
ns are performed. One of the ma J 01? I a ctors likely to influence 
the effectiveness with which local governments perform their 
functions, is the state of their finances. If the financial 
position of the local governments is weak, it can "be expected 
that they will "not perform their functions effectively, thereby 
reducing their contribution to the development process. There 
are other ways in which the ineffectiveness of local governments 
may have detrimental effects. Local governments are supposed to 
.to . 
add/the overall government efficiency "by reducing the costs of 
excessive centralisation. Furthermore, "by bringing the govern-
ment closer to the people, the sense of self government and self 
determination are enhanced, with greater commitment of the 
populace to governmental efforts. Ineffective local government 
will result in the loss of the above benefits. 
In this paper, an attempt will be made to investigate the 
major factors which determine the revenue yields of local 
authorities in Kenya and the extent to which these revenues are 
adequate to the responsibilties which have been assigned to local 
authorities. Suggestions will be made where appropriate as to ways 
•f increasing the revenue yields of local governments. For the 
purpose of our study, our analysis will be limited to the period 
from 1964 - 1?69. Following national independence in December 1963, 
the territorial jurisdictions «f many local authorities were 
significantly changed starting from January 1st 19&4- It is 
therefore not possible to have a consistent series that goes 
back beyond 1964° While it would be advantageous to conduct a 
projection study for the period after 19^9? the time constraint 
under which we were operating, made this impracticable. Neverthe-
less, a study of the 1964 - 19&9 period should be helpful in 
suggesting courses of action for the future. 
Patterns and Significance of Local Government Expenditure. 
Inorder to have a" full appreciation of the financial problems 
of local governments, it is essential to realise the pattern of 
merit process. Local governments in Kenya as elsewhere, are 
controlled by the central government as to what functions they 
can undertake. The powers of local government are set out in 
the Local Government Regulations 1963 with subsquent amendments (l) 
The^ expenditure patterns of local governments in Kenya derive 
from these regulations, although there are many expenditures which 
they are permitted to undertake hut which they are not currently 
undertaking, These items are however not very critical or even 
relevant for Kenya's present stage of development. 
As a result of significant differences in the structure of 
urban and rural economies, it is essential to distinguish between 
local governments in urban areas and in rural areas. In Kenya, 
there are three tiers of local governments. The Municipal councils, 
which refer to local governments in major urban centres are 7 in a 
number (iTairobi, Mombasa, ITakuru, Kisumu, Thika, Eldoret and Kitale). 
There are 33 county councils corresponding in most cases to Provin-
cial districts, 18 Urban Councils and 54 Area Councils. The ..Urban 
and area councils fall under the jurisdiction of county councils 
and in most cases their accounts are integrated with those of the 
County Councils. In any case the expenditures of the urban and 
area councils are usually very small. For the purpose of our study, 
we shall follow two main categories of councils| the Municipal 
councils, and the County councils which embrace the area and urban 
councils. 
Municipal Councils, especially the largest ones like ITairobi 
and Mombasa, undertake a very wide range of expenditures. The 
most important functions, however, include the provision of 
rental houses, primary education, health facilities (usually 
Clinics, health centres, and di spens ci 
ries rather than hospitals 
which are centrally controlled) sanitory services, roads, water 
supply, markets and slaughter houses, breweries, and beershops. 
Although in theory, municipal councils may provide urban trans-
portation services, this is at present being privately provided 
although Nairobi City Council has shares in the Kenya Bus Company 
which provides bus transportation in the Municipalities. 
The significance of each item of expenditure in total 
expenditures has been changing since 1964. In 1964, primary 
i....... ,/3 
education was the single most important expenditure item of 
municipalities, accounting for 13.8% of total expenditure. 
Roads accounted for 13% sanitory services. 12.5%, health 8% 
water supply 10.3% housing estates 11.2%, and administration 
10.3% of total expenditurejto name only the most important items. 
By however, housing rental turned out to "be the single 
most important items of expenditure accounting for 30.2% of total 
expenditures of municipalities 5 education had increased its 
share to 14.8%, while roads, sanitory services- health, water 
supply, respectively accounted for about 9% each out of a total 
1969 expenditure estimated at £14,972,000. 
County Councils were also responsible for providing a 
fairly wide range of services in the 1964 -.1969 period. 
Primary education, however, was by far the most important item 
of expenditure of County councils, accounting for 55-3% of 
total expenditure in 1964 and increasing its significa,nce 
further to 6 2.5% by 1969? °ut of an estimated expenditure of 
£15,916,000. IText in significance to primary education in the 
expenditure pattern of county councils.are health and roads. 
Health facilities provided by county councils consisted mostly 
of health centres, clinics and dispensaries, since hospitals 
were the responsibility of the central government. Health 
expenditures amounted to 9«6%.of the total in IQ64 and. 9«1% 
in 1969. Road expenditures were incurred by county councils 
mostly for the maintenance of feeder roads within the areas„ 
under their jurisdiction. These expenditures amounted to IQ.8%-
of the total in I964 and by 1969 had declined to 8.9% of total 
expenditures. Other services provided by County councils between 
1964 and 1969 included markets and slaughter houses, water supply, 
sanitory services (mostly in the urban centres within county 
councils).Veterinary services (usually the sale of drugs and 
vaccines and the spraying and dipping .of cattle) agricultural 
services (involving sale of seedlings mostly). breweries and 
beershops, and forestry. The services just mentioned, however, 
are of relatively little significance. because, for example in 
1969, education, roads, and health accounted for 80^5% of total 
expenditures of £15^9 million, administration accounted for 
another 9«1%, so that all other services combined accounted for <1 
only about 10% of total county council expenditure, valued at 
£1.6 million. 
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Partly as a result of the financial problems facing county-
councils during the period under study, (to "be discussed later) 
they were able to provide their services at only an unsatisfactory - 0 
level. The Central government felt compelled in the interest 
of providing more satisfactory services to take over the major 
responsibilities of the County Councils Jjjj'. Starting from 
January 1st 1970 9 "the Central government took over the responsi-
bility for' providing primary education, roads, and health or 
about 80$'of the expenditure of County councils. Since it can 
be argued that administration expenditures for the remaining 
reduced services should be reduced proportionately, it can be 
concluded that expenditures by local councils after January 1st 
1970 should be at about 12$ of the 1969 level. To all intents 
and purposes it can be concluded that local government in the 
country areas is dead so long as these services have been with-
drawn from their control, since their main revenue sources (to 
be discussed later) graduated personal tax, School fees and 
government grants have been withheld as well (about 80$ of their 
to tal revenues). 
From the preceding paragraphs, it can be seen that local 
governments were delegated functions which were critical for 
development (especially those relating to primary educations, 
roads, health and housing) £%J The efficient execution of 
their functions was therefore highly significant for the 
development process especially in the rural areas. Another 
way of judging the significance of local government expenditures 
is to examine the weight of their expenditures in total govern-
ment expenditures. Of "the four most important functions of 
local governments, educational expenditures by local authorities 
amounted to 47*4$ of total educational expenditures of all 
government levels in Kenya in 1964? and 40.0$ in 1969. Health 
expenditures by all local authorities amounted to 26.7$ of all 
government levels expenditure on health in 1964 and 27.7$ in 
1969. In the area of roads and transport, the local authorities 
accounted for 37«9$ of total government expenditures in 1964 and 
17.1$ in 1969. Sinco rental houses were supplied mostly by 
municipalities, although with financial assistance from the 
central government, it can be concluded that the local governments 
were practically responsible for all rental houses (distinction 
should be made here between staff housing, of which the central 
government was involved and provision of rental houses for the 
1 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 / y 
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general public - a preserve of local government). The weight of 
overall local.government"expenditures can he gauged "by the fact 
total expenditures -"both recurrent and capital amounted to £17«5 
cffiillion in 1964, or about 25/' of Central government recurrent 
and development expenditure while by 1969, this figure had inc-
reased to £30..9 million rr 25$ of Central government expenditure. 
Of particular interest for the development process is the 
extent to which local governments contribute to total capital 
formation. Inorder for the local governments to maintain or 
improve the quality of'their services in the face of increasing 
population, it is essential that local government increase the 
extent of their capital formation so as to expand the scope of 
their services. In. 1964, all- local governments were responsible 
only for.£1.4 million worth of capital formation or only 3.2$ 
of gross domestic capital formation. However, this was an 
unusually law level of capital formation. Capital formation 
in the public sector had fallen considerably in the late 1950's 
and early 1960's because of political uncertainty. Although 
local government capital formation was only £1=4 million in 
1964, it amounted to 13.0$ of total Capital formation in the 
public sector or 25. 4$ of Central government - capital formation^ been, 
There has[_ however, a very rapid increase in total capital formation 
by local councils since 1964? with the total increasing steadily 
from £1.4 million in I964 to £4.7 million in I969. By 1969 , the 
locals authorities were'responsible for 4*9$ °f gross domestic 
capital formation or 14.9$ gross capital formation in the 
total public sector or equal to 20.2$ of capital formation of 
the central government. While the above record of local government 
capital formation is not startling, it does show that local govern-
ments were making a noticeable contributions to public sector 
capital formation. However, it should be noted that most of the 
capital formation of all local governments was carried out by 
Municipal councils. Out of the I969 total of .£4^ 7 million in 
capital formation by"all local governments the county councils 
only contributed £0.7 million.... The contribution of county 
councils to capital formation was usually less than £0^5 millions 
from 1964 - 1968. This serves to underline further the weak 
financial position of the- county councils, as will be shown in 
later discussion. 
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The Financial Position of Local Governments 
. A rough measure of the financial position of local governments 
indicating whether their positions are weak or strong can "be derived 
from the surpluses or deficits shown in their accounts. Since local 
governments - do not have the responsibility for stabilising income 
or the power of deficit financing through money creation, all their 
sources of revenue (i.e recurrent revenues and loans for capital 
expenditure) should equal or exceed their total expenditures 
(recurrent and capital) inorder to show a relatively satisfactory 
financial position; An examination of the total expenditures and 
revenues of local governments in Kenya shows that there has been 
a very rapid expansion of both expenditures and revenues since 
1964. The total revenues of Municipal councils increased" 41» 6$ 
in 5 years from £9,467,000 in 1964 to £13,403,000 in 1969. Total 
expenditures increased even faster than revenue, from'£8,567?000 
in 1964 to £14,973,000. in I969 (74-7$ growth in 5 years); This 
rapid expansion of expendit urci has - been necessitated by the 
rapid growth.of population in the Municipalities and the need to 
prevent the standard of services from falling. However, the 
rapid development of shanty towns especially around Nairobi, shows 
that the standard of Municipal services has fallen in the total 
area under the jurisdiction of Municipalities, even though standards 
have been kept up in the core urban areas. 
As expenditures of. Municipalities outpaced their revenues in 
growth, the- financial position of Municipalities have deteriorated; 
The Municipalities showed fairly significant surpluses in their 
total .accounts in 1964 and 1965* These surpluses amounted to almost 
£1 million a year or about 10$ of total revenues. In 1966, the 
.accounts were practically in balance, but starting in 1967 increasing 
deficits were incurred. In 1968 the deficit amounted to almost 
£2 million or 17$ of revenue while in 1969 the deficit was estimated 
at £1.6 million or Hi7% of revenue. Since locfil councils have to 
finance their deficitsofrom their savings or reserve accounts, the 
effect of these deficits has been a drawing down of reserve accounts 
and a reduction in the ability of municipal councils to finance 
further capital expansion from internal resources. These conclusions 
based on aggregate analysis arc subject to qualification when indi-
vidual cases are analysed. Taking Hairobi City Council, for example, 
which accounts for about 60$ of total expenditures by Municipalities, 
although its relative capacity to finance capital expenditure from 
h 
. e ^ . . . % • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 / | 
internal resources declined from I964 to 1969 (see Table 8) it was . 
still able to* transfer as much as £160,000 from its current revenues 
for capital expenditure m 1969. In the case of Mombasa which 
accounts for about '20$ of total municipal expenditure, there was 
a substantial deterioration in its financial position in 1968 (when 
it had a deficit) and in I969 (when it had a small surplus see 
Table 13) although it was still in a position to finance capital 
expenditure from reserves built up in previous years. 
These qualifications not withstanding, it is fair to say that 
the financial positions of municipal councils had deteriorated 
considerably from I964 to I969. In reference to the 1970 - 74 
plan cf*the Municipalities, it is said that "The remainder of the 
programme costing £ 4 c 3 millions, if it is to be implemented, will 
have to be financed from the municipalities own resources. On present 
trends, several municipalities will not have any surplus from 
recurrent revenues to allocate to development. The Municipal councils 
will therefore have no alternative but to make vigorous efforts to 
increase local revenues from existing sources and also seek new ones, 
& * .......iThe municipalities must therefore press energetically to 
maximise existing revenue sources and develop new ones during the** 
plan period". [&J 
If the financial position of municipalities has weakened during 
the 1964 - 1969 period the financial pesition cf county councils 
has been even worse. It should be stated, however, that both total 
•4 
revenues and expenditures of county councils increased at a rapid 
pace between 1964 and 1969^ Total revenues increased 78^7$ from* 
£7,964,000 in 1964 to "an estimated £14,230,000 in 1969. Total 
expenditures increased almost as rapidly as revenues increasing 
7 7 . 4 $ from £8,970,000 in1 1964 to an estimated £ 15 ,916 ,000 in 1969. 
.Unlike the Municipal councils which had surpluses "in their account's 
in 1964 and 1965? county councils had a substantial deficit 
(£1 million or 12.6$ of total revenue) in 1964. Although these 
deficits declined absolutely (to £196,000) untill 1966, they 
increased 011 average during the 1967 - 1969 perio'd, reaching an 
estimated £1.7 million or 11.8$ of total revenue in 1969* The 
County councils, thus experienced deficits in every single year 
from 1964 to 1969. Most of the county councils could not even equate 
current expenditures"with current revenues, meaning that they could 
/Significant not finance^capital expansion, from their own resources^ 
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Under the lending conditions of the Local Government Loans Authority 
which makes loans, to local governments for purposes «ther than housing, 
Local governments which cannot balance their current accoiints are 
not eligible for loans. With little internal resources of their 
own for capital expenditures, and with access to loan funds restricted, 
it is hardly surprising that County Councils have played a relatively 
insignificant role in capital formation. ¥e saw earlier that County 
council expenditure on capital formation was less than £0.5 million 
annually until 1968 and the iHcizxii mum & ~t x & i ned by 1969 was only £0^7 
million. Yet the need for capital expansion in the county council 
areas was even more pressing than in municipal areas considering 
the low level of development in these areas. In 1969, P e r capita 
total expenditure by county councils was only about £1.6 compared to 
£17:9 in municipality areas. 
It is therefore essential that inorder to improve «n the 
relatively low levels of services in the areas under county 
councils, financial resources devoted to expenditure on these local 
services should be considerably increased. The relatively low levels 
•f capital formation in the past can simply noc be acceptable because 
•f the very low current levels of development. While it may be 
expected that the Central government take over of- the main expenditure 
responsibilities of County Councils should result in a substantial 
improvement on the past, this remains to be seen. While it is too 
early t« evaluate fairly the efforts of the Central government in 
these areas, initial signs are far from comforting! Standards seen 
t*> have fallen in health centres where drugs are increasingly difficult 
t« obtain, and the already deficient manpower situation is being 
worsened with low morale and resignation among former county council 
staff who have been transferred to Central government service in 
many cases at lower rates of pay. It is t» be hoped that these are 
•nly teething problems following the hand over of responsibilities, 
and that the situation will shortly be stabilised at a higher level 
of performance. If the Central government is to increase the level 
•f expenditures in the County council areas it will still be 
necessary to exploit more fully the major sources of revenue of 
county council which have now been, withdrawn! The- County councils 
themselves will still have to increase their efforts in mobilising 
more revenues, as a rough analysis shows that "even for the services 
left to them, ceunty councils will be unable to finance these from 
their remaining sources of revenue"i /5"J 
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'Main Sources'of Revenue of Local Governments 
The preceeding paragraphs have demostrated the need for a more 
intensive exploitation of revenue sources hoth at the Municipal and 
County council levels. However, before this can he discussed, it 
is essential that we should first, identify the. main sources of revenue 
ffcr local governments. The breakdown of revenue sources is shown in 
Table 6 and 7« J?0? "the Municipal councils as a whole, the two most 
important sources of revenue are the Graduated Personal Tax (G.P.T) 
which accounted for about 25$ of total revenues before the 50$ 
reduction in the G.P.Ti receipts of Nairobi Citjr Council and Mombasa 
Municipal council (more will be said on this later) and income from 
rates which accounts for about 20$ of total revenue. Pees and charges 
on the aggregate^, account for about a third of total revenue^ The ft 
most important of these fees and charges are school fees, and charges 
for sewerage and cleansing^ In Nairobi, water charges bring in 
substantial income, although this is largely offset by corresponding 
expenditure. In Kisumu, the Municipal dairy brings in substantial 
revenue, although this is again offset in largo measure by expenditures. 
Rental income from houses also is a major source of revenue. However, 
it is more relevant to look at the net income of the above sources 
of revenue rather than the gross income. This will be attempted 
later. Another major source of revenue is loan money which contri-• - • :: f. r 
buted about 16$ of total revenue in 1968 and 1969° The major sources 
of revenue for the county councils before the Central government 
take over, were the graduated personal tax (G.P.T) primary school 
fees, and government grants. The G.P.'T contributed about 25$ of 
total revenue. Government grants contributed about a third of total 
county council revenues from 1964 "to 1969. School fees contributed 
ab«ut 25$ annually of total county council revenue^ These three 
sources thus contributed about 80$ of Total county council revenues^ 
These sources of revenue have been withheld from county council. o 
Cesses and licenses together contributed about 5$ °f total 
revenue from 1964 to 1969. 
t 
The other single significant source of revenue for county councils 
consists of net revenue derived from markets and shopping centres. 
Other sources of revenue but of little consequence consisted of . 
interest on investiments,, income from property (building and land 
rents) rates p'n towns in county council jurisdiction, and charges for 
some administrative services. Loans raised were another source of 
revenue although they contributed loss than 1$ of total revenue 
and were usually less than £10,000 annually until 196.8 when they 
0«o*o*#oeo«o/lO 
reached £30,000 with a-further increase to £134,000 in 1969! Having 
identified the major sources of revenues for local councils, we 
now turn to a more detailed investigation of the factors influencing 
the revenue yields from each source and possibilities for improve-
ments! 
The Graduated Personal Tax (G.P.T) ,, 
The graduated personal tax as a source of local government • 
finance was introduced in 1964 an<^ a s previously indicated, it is a 
major source of revenue for local' government expenditures! 
Essentially, it is a graduated lump sum taxj the lump sum paid 
varying upwards depending on the tax payers income bracket! No 
exemptions or allowances arc given to reflect differences in the 
family position of the taxpayer. There is,however, a statutory 
exemption. Only income earners who are over 18 years of age and 
earn an annual income of over £48 are liaole to tax. Before 1968 
the lowest income group was the £0 - £48 group liable to a tax of 
2 4 / - a year. This group has now been exempted from tax since 1968. 
The lowest income group for G.P.T is the £48 - £96 group liable 
to an annual tax of 48 shillings. This tax liability is equivalent 
to 5*0$ "tax ° n income at the lower end of the bracket and is eqt&valent 
to 2^5$ a"t "tbe upper end of the bracket. The tax liability rises 
steadily to 600 shillings a year at incomes sf £600 a year or ab*vei 
Stated in terms of percentages of income, the tax liability rises 
from 3^3$ at the midpoint of the £48 - £96 income bracket to a 
maximum of 4-3$ at the midpoint of the £516 - £600 income group 
and declines thereafter. Within each income bracket, however, the 
percentage liability declines from the lower end of the income 
bracket to the upper end of the brackec. The percentage liability 
falls from 5.0$ at £48 to 3^75$ at £ 144 and rises gradually to 4^65$ 
at an income of £516 . At the upper end of the income brackets the 
percentage liability rises from 2^5$ a"t income of £96 to 4.0$ 
o >- _ , 
at an income of just under £600i (For additional details see the table 
below 
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Table A 
Source for above tables M. J. Westlake s " Taxes Specific 
to Caffee^MIMEO 
From the preceding' discussion it can be seen that the revenue 
yield's from G.P.T., depends on the level of income, the number of 
people paying the tax, the distribution of income and the rate of 
tax. Variations in the above explanatory variables explain the * 
growth of G.P.T revenue. Total G.P.T revenue increased by about 
75$ from I964 to I969 compared to a 50$ increase. in G^ .D.P at factor 
cost originating in the monetary sector or 44$ for total G.D.P at 
factor cost. The increase in G.P.T revenue can also be explained 
in terms of increasing number of tax payors which increased from 
830,000 in I964 to an estimated 1 , 1 7 9 , 0 0 0 in I968, a rate much 
faster than population growth, and thus reflecting improvements in 
administration of the tax. Tax rate changes have had no significant 
influence on yields since there was no tax rate change between 1964 
and 1969? except for the exemption of the £0 - £48 income from taxi '4 
The administrative cost of obtaining revenue from this group seemed 
A 
to exceed the revenue collected and in &2iy c&s e a -relatively small 
proportion of income earners fell into this groupi The effect of 
changes in income distribution is unknown as we could not obtain 
reliable information on this aspoct of the problem. It can be 
concluded then that the growth in G.P.T was largely due to increased 
income, a more effective administration of the tax and probably an 
upward shift of tax payers into higher income brackets. Since the 
growth rate of the tax exceeded that of income without any significant 
change in statutory rules, it can also be concluded that the tax was 
income elastic. 
When we examine the growth of G.P.T revenue in Municipal and 
county councils, we find that G.P.T increased only 16$ from I964 to 
1969 in the municipalities while in the county councils it increased 
55$ from 1964 to I969. The relatively slow growth of G.P.T in the 
Municipal councils is due to the decision of the Central government 
to withhold 50$ af the G.P.T receipts of Mombasa and Nairobi councils 
and distribute the proceeds to the county councils which we found 
were in financial difficulties. Without the Central government 
action, G.P.T receipts in the Municipalities would actually have 
increased about 100$ between 1964 and 1969. The deterioration in 
the financial position of the Municipalities in 1968 and 1969 is 
explainable especially for Nairobi and Mombasa because of the Central 
government action. 
......../l2 
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In considering possibilities for increased revenues for local 
' * 3 O B « •» O 
government expenditure from this source of revenue, it is our opinion 
that the Central goverment should rcscind its decision to withhold 
.50$ of the receipts of G.P.T revenue from Mombasa and Nairobi. While 
in theory a case can be made for redistribution »f income from 
wealthier areas to poorer areas the method choseii by the Central n 
government is idenf^ible on the basis of the principles of local 
government finance. The finances of a local authority should reflect, 
the sacrifies which residents are willing to make in exchange for 
certain local benefits. Problems of income redistribution are 
national issues and are better resolved through Centra^controlled 
taxes. Accordingly redistribution of income to county areas is 
better done through grants derived from Centrally .collected taxes! 
The scope of additional t?»x revenues from Central sources have 
hardly been exploited to capacity. fEJ The withholding of G.P.T 
revenue also introduces a discriminatory element among residents 
of municipalities. 
» « 
The above considerations not with standing certain fundamental 
problems remain in the area of G.P.T. As shown in fable A, the 
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G.P.T. system is characterised by substantial regressive elements. This 
has the effect not only of introducing inequity into local taxation but 
also in reducing yields of revenue below what would be possible under a 
more equitable system. It cannot be argued that "the regressive nature of 
G.P.T. is Compensated for by higher taxation of higher income groups under 
the centfally controlled individual income taxation. Por example, it is 
not until an income of £1200 that a married-man with. 4 children pays 5% 
of his income in both G.P.T. and income tax. The married taxpayer with 
4 children at an income of £48, the lowest for G,P.TC pays as much as 5% 
in G.P.T, and therefore pays a higher rate of tax than all other comparable 
tax payers earning between £48 and £1200. This regressiveness is less for 
married couples with fewer children and "less still for single men. It is 
therefore possible to make the G.P.T. more progressive without cutting into 
the tax receipts of the central government derivable from income tax. In 
making the G.P.T. more progressive, it is essential to bear the latter point 
in mind. Gains in G.P.T. at the expense of income tax receipts amount only 
to transfers from central government to local governments instead of gains 
in overall tax mobilisation. Any gains in G.P.T. receipts by increments in 
the burden of tax on married couples with 4 children up to an income of £960 
does not influence the income tax receipts of the central government. 
To obtain greater progressivity in the G.P.T, it is necessary that 
tax liabilities be calculated on a percentage basis, rather than in lump 
sums at different income brackets - a system that always leads to regression 
within the income bracket at least. To minimise the increment in overall tax 
burden to income groups liable to income tax, It would be desirable that 
G.P.T. liabilities be denominated either as a lump sum or a fixed per centage 
at incomes over say £1000, All taxpayers with incomes over £1000 would be 
required to a pay a given percentage for the first £1000 of income and would 
be exempt'from G.P.T. on any income beyond £1000, To illustrate the above 
ideas we present a tentative tax schedule for G.P.T. below, 
°/o tax liability 
5.5% 
6.0% 
6.5%': 
£65 equivalent to 
6.5% on the 1st 
£1000 and no 'G.P.T. 
thereafter. 
Income bracket 
£50 - £249 
£250 - £499 
£500 - £749 
£750 - 999 
£1000 and above 
Aminlinum rate of 5$ is chosen, since this is already being paid by 
income earners of £43„ If they could bear 5%, others with higher incomes 
should be able to bear 5$ o r slightly more. The above schedule would ensui-e 
overall progressivity forT combined G.P.T, and individual income tax„ This 
of course means art increased tax liability for most tax. payers which would 
be more significant for the income group between. £600 and £1000 who have 
been relatively lightly taxed hithertoc The increased liability would be 
somewhat more significant for single men.and married couples with children 
fewer than 4. However their overall, tax liability would be still quite 
reasonableIf increased progressivity is desirable the broad income groups 
could be divided into £50 income brackets within the given 0»5$ tax burden 
interval, The revenue effect of such a schedule would be considerable, 
although we cannot estimate it precisely in the absence of reliable income, 
distribution data. As exemption limits for married couples with children 
are reduced or increasedj the rates above could be adjusted accordingly to 
make overall tax burdens•reasonable or to avoid the onset of regressivity 
in the overall, income tax structure, t-
Another problem in G.P.T. which is of great significance, is the 
effectiveness of the administration of the G-.P.T, As currently operated, 
G.P.T...is with held at source for employees, ffhe incomes of self - employed 
small businessmen or proprietors is determined largely through self - "• 
declaration and occassional double checking of their account books and where 
there is doubt, the tax officers may estimate independently their income 
from indirect sources such as stocks .or inventories of goods. In the county 
council areas, there, are G.P.T. assessment committees consisting of chiefs 
and sub-chiefs who are assigned certain tax districts. Income is usually 
indirectly assessed from estimates of the wealth of the tax payer e.g. acres 
of coffeey number, of heads of cattle etc. The. overall efficiency of the 
tax administration, although improving as indicated by the rapid growth in 
total number of tax payers-paying G.P.T., still leaves a lot to be desired. 
It i^ estimated that 1,179,000 people paid G.P.T. in 1968, Assuming that 
about 45*0$ (from 1962 census) of the total population was over 18 years of 
age (the legal age for liability to G.P.T.) we estimate that the potential 
tax population was 4 ,734,450 in 1968. If we estimate that 10$ of these had 
incomes of less than £48 (and therefore legally exempted from G.P.T.) we 
still have 4,261,005 potential tax payers0 Those paying tax amounted to only 
27,7$ or about a quarter.of potential tax payers, indicating a very high 
degree of tax evasion. The degree of evasion is greater (probably as high as 
80$) in the county council areas because of the greater propertion of self 
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employed in those areas. There is therefore need to- increase efforts at 
tightening up the administration so as to reach and collect from more tax 
payers. 
Rates 
The taxation of wealth is par excellence the tax for urban communities. 
Howeverj wealth is taxed differently .in different parts of the world. In 
Kenya the taxation of wealth by urban communities (i.e. the municipalities 
and the urban councils under county councils) is based, on the so-called 
system of unimproved site value* The intention is to tax only the value 
of the land without taxing any investments or improvements on the land -
such as buildings for example. The rationale for this system follows the 
analysis of Ricardo and Henry George which shows that any increment in the 
value of land can be taxed away without any economic disincentives being 
created, since the supply of land is fixed and the increase in land value 
is due to no effort of the land owners. Furthermore if land is taxed, the 
land owners are forced to make productive use of the land so as to have 
income to meet the tax liability. 
Two main factors determine the yield of income from rates; the value 
of the land and the percentage rate of tax. The value of the land for tax 
purposes depends on how frequently the land is revalued. One of the 
attractions of the unimproved site value system of rates is that in a developing 
country and especially in expanding urban centres, land values are supposed 
to increase rapidlye This should increase the tax base rapidly and make 
rates a highly income elastic source of revenue. However this has not been 
the experience in Kenya. From 1964 to 1969 the rate income of municipalities 
as a whole increased only 33.8%, lower than the growth rate odf total nmicipal 
revenues and that of monetary or total G-.D.P." Even the increases in revenue 
achieved, has been as a result of considerable increases in the percentage 
rate of. tax. For example Kisumu Municipal Council increased its tax rate 
from 4f% in 1964 to 5% in 1967 and to 7§% in. 1970, Nairobi City Council 
increased its tax rate from 2j$> in existence during 1964-1967 .to. 2-f^  in 
1968 and again- to jf% in 1969. Mombasa Municipal Council inci-eased its tax 
rate from 3§%, which prevailed from 1964-1969, to 4% in 1969. Without these, 
tax rate increases there would Infact have been no significant increases in 
rate income. In the County Council areas rate income actually declined by 
18% from 1964 to 1969. 
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The explanation far the relatively slow growth of rate income can he 
found in the fact that, contrary to theoretical expectation, the land.values 
for tax purposes was practically unchanged because there had been no 
revaluations of land valuest The valuation of total land for tax purposes 
was done between 1957 and 1959 and these values were used for tax purposes 
in 1959, Although in theory, there was supposed to be a new valuation roll 
in 1964, 5 years after the privious one, revaluation was commenced in Nairobi 
only in 1969 and in Kisumu it took place in late 1969= In Mombasa a new 
valuation is being contemplated. The explanation for the delay in re-valuation 
was due largely to shortages in manpower, although it has also been argued 
that land values were probably lower in 1964 than should have been expected, 
because of uncertainties following independence, so that 1964 was not an 
opportune time for revaluation. The shortage of valuation personnel was no 
doubt the predominant factor. The new Kisumu and Nairobi valuation roles 
will take effect from 1971 and this should result in significant increments 
in the taxable base-and in tax revenues. As -.other municipalities implement 
new valuation roles, rate income should increase significantly. 
However, certain issues need to be settled in the area of rate income. 
One of these, is the advisability of continuing with the system of unimproved 
site value now used throughout the country. While the manpower situation 
should improve is the future, it is not certain that revaluation will be-more 
frequent in future years thereby ensuring that the taxable base grows rapidly 
reflecting the increments in capital values. Even assuming that revaluations 
would be more frequent, certain problems in valuation remain as to relative 
accurate determination of site values. Market' or sale evidence from sale of 
empty land plots will become increasingly difficult to get in built up areas 
especially city or town centres, A lot of room is therefore left to the 
individual judgement of valuers who will have to resort to indirect methods 
of valuation and opinions could vary significantly. Moreover, it should be 
noted that if revaluation are not frequent in the future, tax rates wl-ll 
have to go up to keep rate income responsive to expenditure growth. Under 
these, circumstances the tax liability may become unbearably high on land 
owners who reside on their property, On the basis of this consideration 
and the additional one of increasing the taxable base, it may be desirable 
to broaden the tax base by including improvements and then reducing the tax ' 
rates from present levels. 
There is, however, some fear in some quarters that an inclusion of 
improvements may create disincentives by discouraging investment in 
improvements particular!;'- in office buildings and residential houses which 
are in critical demand^ There is reason to believe that 'the rate of return 
on private investments, in housing is very high sinee there are wide differe-
ntials in the rents of private housing and municipally supplied houses, yet 
municipalities by and large cover their costs as we shall show later0 
Therefore an inclusion of improvements should not raise any serious disincen-
tive problems. What remains to be determined is the system of valuation to 
usec Either the system of capital value for both improvements o.nd site value 
or the rental value system supplemented with a tax on vacant land plots could 
be used. Both systems have their problems and merits0 
We are inclined to suggest the adoption of the rental value system 
supplemented with a tax on vacant land. The administrative requirements of 
this system of tax are less taxing, and if the market for housing is uncontro-
lled the taxable base is much easier to idenbifysas a lot of market evidence 
exists to guide the tax assessors,, Also the taxable base can also be 
determined annually and o.s a result tax receipts are likely to grow more 
rapidly. Greater equity would also be maintained among tax payers. 
Increments in rents in an uncontrolled market reflect changes both in the 
capital value of the site and the improvement0 The taxation of vacant plots 
is necessary to avoid land speculation and encourage productive use of the 
land. The main fear with this system however is that rental values may not 
reflect adequately the changes in eapital value both on site and improvements, 
This is likely to be more so when there is rent controls The alternative 
which is theoretically more desirable is to use the capital value system for 
both site and improvements so as to reflect more fully increments in capital 
value. The effectiveness of this system depends heavily on the manpower 
situation which has been far from satisfactory *... Even in the U.S.A. where 
valuation personnel is more abundant, determination of capital values has 
always posed a major problem and resulted in considerable inequlities among 
tax payerso On the other hand, the rental value system has worked fairly 
satisfactorily in the United Kingdom and in West Africa,, 
> 
Income from Trading Activities 
- ' ' • • t.-
The local councils provide a considerable range of trading activities.,, 
the most important of which are housing, water supply and the provision of 
markets and shops. The ability of the local councils to expand these serviees 
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depends on the surpluses if any, made in these activities, The overall 
financial position of the councils may also be advesely affected if deficits 
occur in these activities and have to be financed from general revenue, It 
is therefore essential to examine the profitability of these trading activities. 
In this area we shall rely largely on results obtained from the major municipal 
councils and a few country councils examined. 
In housing, we find that in Mombasa there-were substantial-deficits 
in the housing account for public rental housing0 These deficits, however, 
have been declining since 1964, although from 1964 to 1968 these deficits 
ranged from 40$ of current revenue in 1964 to about 20-C$ of current revenue 
in 1968, The deficit"was reduced much further in 1969 when it amounted to 
only £9,680 or 7.5$ of revenue, In comparison to values renging from £37,213 
in 1964 to £23,306 in 1968, In Nairobi, we-find also that there were 
significant deficits in the housing account, - which fluctuated from year to 
year-reaching its lowest level of £27,875 or 3.7$ of revenue in 1969. There 
were, however, years in-which, there were deficits as high as £80y000 (1968) 
or even £141,0.00 (l964)« The deficits in these accounts, however, were mostly 
as the result of subsidies to some low cost.housing projects. In Nairobi for 
example, the major housing account, the pooled rental housing scheme, was 
practically in balance throughout the period. The deficit resulted mostly 
from some privately built housing taken over by the city, council and rented 
to lower income groups. There was also some small subsidy to hostels run 
by the council,- In Kisumu, there was a system of cross subsidy within the 
housing account, where people living in newer and more• expensively built 
houses were subsidised by those living in older-houses, with the housing 
account though almost in balance. On the whole, however, the pricing.principle 
which municipal councils sought to apply was full cost pricing, such that,the 
total cost of the housing service was recovered without a profit being made. 
As we have seen this policy was-not fully carried out because,.of subsidy to 
sc%e low-cost housing schemes, 
• • s 
The advisability, of subsidies of any sort ta housing in the context 
of a developing nountzy, especially Kenya, is subject to some question. The 
words of U.K. Hicks may guide us here. "However, attractive from a social 
point of view direct rent subsidisection may be, it is a dangerous policy for 
poor and.developing countries. For the most part tax structures will not 
stand the extra drain especially for the sake of what at best, will be only a 
small sector of the community"-(7). This, is particularly relevant in Kenya 
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where it is far from certain that it is the lowest income groups which live 
in the low income housing. If the poor people,living in the "Mathare Valleys" 
get no subsidy for their housing, who is entitled to one? It is.therefore 
essential that full cost pricing should at least be fully applied to all 
housing' supplied by local councils. 
The water supply accounts were run at substantial surpluses in Kisumu 
with surpluses running close to 45% of revenues In N a i r o b i , there were also 
surpluses, although of relatively smaller proportion. The surpluses had 
fallen from £88 576 in 1966 to £22.190 in 1969# Charges were raised in 1970 
in an attempt to increase profits, Pull cost pricing was : supossedly being 
used although in practice surpluses were consistently generated. Another 
significant trading service nsjo the provision of markets- and shops. 
This has proved to be quite a.profitable enterprise for most of the councils 
we studied. Receipts from markets substantiallj'" exceeded the expenditure on 
v -
markets in the municipal as well as county councils. Sewerage a major service 
in Nairobi showed a substantial deficit from 1964 to 1967 but then huge 
surpluses were made in 1968 and 1969. Breweries and beer shops were run 
invariably very profitably and in Mombasa the profits from this-account were 
being used to stimulate development among the African Community, On the 
whole it can be .concluded that the trading activities of the local councils 
were sources of net revenue rather than acting-as a drain on the tax payer. 
It will also be desirable if the housing accounts were not only balanced but 
made to operate at a profit, so that some internal resources can be generated 
to aid in the expansion of critically needed housing for all income levels. 
The rents changed by councils are substantially lower than open market prices 
and could take some increments and still remain at reasonable levels, 
loans > • • 
loans have become an increasing source of revenue in recent years for 
municipal councils. The volume of loans to municipalities increased 17% from 
£810,000 in 1964 to £2,183000 in 1969. Although loans to county councils also 
increased substantially from £7,000 in 1965 to £154,000 in 1969, it can be seen 
that they were of relatively little consequence. There are t?£o major sources 
of loan funds to the local councils. These are the local Government loans 
Authority and the National Housing Corporation. The National Housing 
Corporation handles loans for housing, while the local Government Loans 
Authority handles loans for other purposes* The National Housing Corporation 
gets its funds from the-central government. The Local Government Loans 
Authority (L.G.L.A.) gets its funds from the central government, aid 
from foreign sources channelled through the central government, loan repayments. 
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and deposits of funds- from local councils which have idle balances. The 
local council deposits constitutes the largest source of L.G-.Li'A. funds. 
Although the volume of loans to local councils has greatly increased, 
it seemed that the - desire and the capacity of local governments, particularly 
the municipalities, to undertake additional capital formation through loan 
finance was being franstrated by inadequacy of loan funds from both the 
L.G.l.A. and the N.H.C0- In the area of housing for example, the shortage 
is too' well known fox- further expatiation*. However it does not seem that 
the situation is being significantly improved especially in the area of low 
income housing. It is therefore highly desirable that the loan funds of 
these agencies should he increased, There is 'considerable slack in the loan 
market and there is no reason why the central government should not increase 
its volume of stock flotations and channel some of the proceeds into the loan 
agencies. Although in theory the local coLincils can borrow through stock or 
bond issues only the city of Nairobi currently does this. However the central 
government, has to sanction Nairobi city stock issues and there are some 
indications that, the central government is not accommodating the city council 
enough. Considering that there is a high level of competent-officials at the 
City Council with regard to the management of their finances, and since the 
central government has itself had little difficulty in raising loans it needed, 
it would he desirable if greater flexibility•could be given to the City 
Council.as far as stock issues are concerned. 
Government Grants 
y 
Government grants constituted a major source of county council revenue0 
They increased substantially (88$) between 1954 and 1969, although there were 
little significant increments between 1965 and 1968, There were two main 
types of government grants in the 1964 - 1969 period. These included road 
maintenance grants made to county councils to cover much of the cost of their ro-
ad rL^teo«n©<=8n<igrants to municipal councils to cover the estimated cost's of 
maintaining trunk roads which passed through the jurisdiction of municipal 
councils. The other type of grant was a block grant which was made to eounty a 
councils only. Grants constituted an insignificant source of revenue for 
municipal councils, 
Although government grants to county councils increased substantially 
between 1964 and 1969, it would seem that the level of government grant was 
inadequate considering the responsibilities of the county councils and the 
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difficulty of exploiting more fully their revenue sources. Central 
Government regulation made health services.practically free after 1965 
so that health fees brought insignificant amount of revenue to county 
councils. School fees in some county councils had reached fairly high levels, 
For example in the Kisumu county council area, primary school fees were,as 
high as 50/- per term in standards I - IV and 80/- in standard V - VII, from 
1964 to 1967 and were raised respectively to 60/- and 80/- as from 1968, 
These fees were substantially higher than the 20/- per term being charged in 
Nairobi in some schools and 20/- in some Mombasa schools (the 20/-: fee was 
raised to 25/- per term in 1969 in Mombasa), In Kisumu county, school fees 
were able to finance only about a third of education expenditures. This 
Avas roughly the case in all county councils taken together. Total school 
fees and total government grants for all purposes were insufficient to 
finance primary education in County Council areas. G.P.T, was therefore 
the- only major available revenue source to meet the deficit in education, 
cover all health and road expenditure and contribute towards the general 
administrative and other expenditures. It is therefore not surprising that 
county councils were in constant financial crisis. Education which was a 
drain On their revenues could hardly be regarded as a totally local 
expenditure because of Its substantial external effects. It is to be 
hoped that with the central government take over, the additional grant 
money that should have been given to county-councils will now be used to 
.increase the level and quality of services in county areas. 
Cesses' 
'Cesses are sales taxes collected on agricultural commodities which 
are marketed in significant commercial quantity and in many cases are 
collected from various produce boards which are responsible for the purchase 
of .- such items, Tbe commodities on which the cess is levied varies from 
county to county depending on its agricultural development,' Kiambu County 
Council for example derived significant revenues:(£132674) from cesses 
particularly the cess on coffee which brought as much as £122,227 in 1969, 
Kiambu also imposed oesses on pyrethrum, charcoal, wattle bark, fruits and 
vegetables and hides and skins.Kisumu County Council on the other hand derived 
relatively small revenue from cesses because of the poor level of development 
of commercial agriculture in that area. Other County Councils probably fall 
somewhere between these extremes. Rates of taxation of these agricultural 
commodities ranged from 1% to and in some cases the taxes are specific 
rather than advalorem. Cesses, however contributed about 5% of total county 
council revenue and increased at close to 50fo from 1964 to 1969, In Kiambu 
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and Kwale County which we visited we found that cess revenue had increased 
even,'faster. Further increases in the' yields of cess revenue will depend 
-on the rate of- growth of commercial agricultural production0 A detailed 
discussion of cesses will involve the likely effects of'taxation on 
agricultural production and exports. "This cannot be undertaken here. It 
should be noted, however, that there is considerable lack of order in the 
taxation of agricultural products0 It would"be preferable to move towards 
a more uniform system of taxation of markcte'd agricultural products to avoid 
unintended stimulation or retardation cf certain lines of production, that 
is likely to occur under the present haphazard system of ce'sses0 » 
- ' Other fees and charges 
Other fees and charges taken together constitute a substantial source 
of revenue although we have already discussed the major ones„ We cannot 
discuss these other fees and charges here-for lack of time, However, if 
revenue sources are to be fully exploited, locax councils must pay attention 
to these fees and charges ensuring that their levels are increased with 
rising costs and increasing demand for additional public expendituresa. 
Conclusion 
We have attempted in this paper to identify the major,responsibilities 
of local government authorities in Kenya and related these expenditure 
responsibilities to sources of revenue0 We discovered that the financial 
position of the municipal councils had deteriorated from 1964 to 1969, while 
county councils were shown to have been in financial difficulties throughout 
the period. We sought to idestify the main revenue sources: and the factors 
impeding additional yields from the available revenue sources. We found 
that the main sources of revenue for municipal councils consisted of G.P.T., 
rates,school fees, income from trading activities, and loans. For. county 
councils we found that G.P.T., school fees, government grants and cesses 
provided most of the revenue. We suggested that inorder to increase revenues, 
it Was necessary to introduce progressivity into the G.P.T, improve its 
administration and for-the central government, to re .turn the 5 Ofo of G.P.T. 
to Nairobi and Mombasa, For rates we argued that .it would be advantageous 
to nove to a system of taxation which broadened the tax base-, increased the \ 
regularity of assessing the taxable base, while economising on manpower 
requirements and reducing arbitrariness in valuation. The rental value system 
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was suggested despite its potential limitations. We found that the. trading 
accounts of councils were generally operated on a profitable basis except 
housing where we called for a halt to subsidies, loans were found to have 
increased considerably although the constraint on the funds of loan agencies 
made further expansion difficult, hence we suggested an expansion of the 
resources of the loan agencies,, Government grants though having increased 
rapidly were shown to have been inadequate to.the needs of county councils. 
In the area of cesses we called for a more uniform system of agricultural 
taxation. On the whole it can be said that local governments in Kenya have, ma-
de a substantial contribution to development expenditure and-resource 
mobilization, although the future is still full of challenge. 
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